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Introduction 

The following statement was made by the UN 

Secretary-General Antonio Guterres at a 2021 

Food Systems Summit:   
 

“Today, we are reminded that we are          

tremendously off track to achieve the         

Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.  

New, tragic data informs us that between 720 and 811 million people in the world faced hunger in 2020 – as 

many as 161 million more than in 2019. 

“High costs, coupled with persistently high levels of poverty 

and income inequality, continue to keep healthy diets out of 

reach for around 3 billion people, in every region of the 

world.  
 

“Indeed, hunger has been on the rise for several years and 

now, in 2021, we are failing to provide what is a fundamental 

right for people around the world.” 
 

 QAAFI have identified the key food and nutrition security 

challenges to human health, most notable are: 
 

• Lack of diet diversity– dish of rice and dish of vegetables 

contains the same calories, but only the vegetables contains 

necessary vitamins and minerals, e.g., Zinc, Iron, Vit A, Vit C. 

Rice contains carbohydrates. 

• Food waste — includes post-harvest loss 

• Hidden hunger 

 

Indigenous Plants for Health Association, Inc. 

Indigenous Plants for Health (IPHA) is a not-for-profit incorporated association, formed with the objectives of   

raising awareness, sourcing grants and sponsorship for sustainable production of indigenous plant-based products.  

We acknowledge that Aboriginal and Torres Straight Island Peoples are the Traditional Owners of this country, and 

they retain their relationship and connection to the land, sea, and community .  

QAAFI 
 

Queensland Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation 
Centre for Nutrition and Food Sciences 

University of Queensland 
uniquelyaustralianfoods.org 

 

ARC Industrial Transformation 
Training Centre 
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Underutilized Crops, cont. 

Sustainable Food Systems (SFS) 
 

What is a sustainable food system? 

SFS = Inclusive growth + Green growth + Eco-social progress 

A sustainable food system delivers food and nutrition security for all in a way that economic, social and environ-

mental factors that are considered to generate food security and nutrition for future generations are not com-

promised. It delivers:  

• Economic Impacts 

 Profits, Jobs/Incomes, Tax revenues, Food supply 

• Social impacts 

 Added value distribution (gender, youth, indigenous people). Cultural traditions, Nutrition and health, 

Workers rights and safety, Animal welfare, Institutions. 

• Environmental impacts 

 Carbon footprint, Water footprint, Water health & Soil health, Animal & plant health, Food loss and 

waste, Biodiversity, Toxicity. 

Source: Adapted from FAO, 2014 
 

According to Prof. Walter Willett MD (Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health), “Transformation to healthy 

diets by 2050 will require substantial dietary shifts. Global consumptions of fruits, vegetables, nuts and legumes 

will have to double and consumption of foods such as red meat and sugar will have to be reduced by more than 

50%. A diet rich in plant-based foods and with fewer animal source foods confers both improved health and en-

vironmental benefits.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Food in the Anthropocene: the EAT-Lancet Commission on healthy diets from sustainable food systems, 2019.  
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Indigenous Plants for Health Association (Inc)  

Editorial 
As I write it is the hottest and most humid day of the summer, not a good combination. However we are 

told that more rain is on the way, so it seems that for the third year straight, at least in this part of southern 

Queensland, the year begins with green vistas, running creeks and near-full dams – something to celebrate! 

IPHA also has reasons to celebrate the season. Following two well-attended field days in 

November – both of which were in peril of being flooded out a day or two before they 

happened – we held our second online AGM and webinar. It turned out the date for the 

webinar, being a Friday afternoon in December – wasn’t popular with many of our 

members, however it was literally the only day in that time period that all of the pre-

senters and the IPHA committee members were available.  

For those who missed the keynote presentation by Professor Sultanbawa, we have been able to convert 

most of the content into an article that graces the front pages of this newsletter. Her presentation contains 

information about diet and bushfoods that all Australians should read. We also have included stories and 

images from the two field days, including Sophie’s presentation on research at Uniquely Australian Foods 

(University of Queensland), which complements and adds some context to Professor Sultanbawa's article. 

Finally, possibly the most exciting news is the awarding of funding for a PhD student by the University of 

Queensland to undertake a 3-year project investigating the chemistry, nutrient content and antimicrobial 

action of some Persoonia (geebung) species. It has taken IPHA three years to achieve this breakthrough, 

and we are currently negotiating an agreement to assist with the funding of the project. We can anticipate 

getting regular research updates plus a presentation or two from the research student. 

As we move into our fourth year of existence, I wish all of our members and supporters a happy and 

healthy new year. 

Andrew Pengelly, PhD, FNHAA, IPHA  
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Underutilized Crops, cont. 

Planetary Health 
 
A “Planetary health diet” which allows an average of 2,500 calories per day, would prevent millions of deaths a 
year and avoid climate change.  
 
Of the 6000 plant species that have been cultivated for food 9 account for 66% of total crop production. Fewer 
than 200 make major contributions to food security, globally, regionally or nationally.  
 
Source: www.agrobiodiversityidex.org/index.php/2019/07/11/new-index-outlines-agrobiodiversitys-role-in-food-system-
sustainability/ 

 

Australian Flora 
 
There are an estimated 23,845 plant species in Australia, of which 86% are endemic. Many are used as food and 
medicine by Indigenous Australians, and are still eaten today, especially in remote parts of Australia. 
“Bushfoods” are desired and accepted in mainstream Australia and are starting to be commercialised. They can 
provide on-country jobs, economic benefit and social enterprises for Indigenous communities.  
 
There is a global market for functional foods and ingredients, estimated at around US $130 billion ($1.1 billion in 
Australia) for foods and US $2.54 billion (2017), predicted to be US $3.18 billion  by 2023, for food ingredients. 
The rising incidence of chronic disease is driving consumers towards healthier foods. The main challenges for 
marketing native foods are the strict legislation imposed by governments on advertising and labelling of prod-
ucts, and the lack of consumer awareness of how these products can be incorporated in their daily dietary in-
take.  
 

Established Australian Industries  

Tea tree oil  
Tea tree oil (Melaleuca alternifolia) oil is an iconic Australian natural product known globally for its healthcare, 
cosmetic, pharmaceutical, veterinary and other industrial applications. 
 
Australian Macadamia Industry 
Macadamia (Macadamia integrifolia) is a tree nut crop principally grown in southeast Queensland and northern 
New South Wales. Australia produces 30% of the world’s macadamias. There are 22,000 hectares of nut trees 
growing in Australia, and the area keeps growing as demand outstrips supply. Research into the genetic diversity 
of trees in the wild is important to improve traits such as disease resistance and climate variability. 
 

 

Above: Macadamia nuts & leaves 

Right:  Tea tree Melaleuca alternifolia 

 

about:blank
about:blank
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Underutilized Crops, cont. 

Lemon Myrtle Industry 
The lemon myrtle (Backhousia citriodora) tree produces intensely flavoured leaves with a distinctive lemon/
lemongrass fragrance and taste. The leaves are rich in calcium, lutein, vitamin E, zinc and magnesium.  
 

The annual production in Australia is between 575 and 1,000 tonnes. Leaves are used as a culinary herb, tea or 
spice, while distilled oil from the leaves is used as a flavour agent for food and in a wide range of personal care 
products. 

      
 
 
 

Kakadu plum  

Kakadu plum (Terminalia ferdindaniani) Gubinge, also called ‘Billy goat plum’ 

This tree is endemic to western tropical savannas in northern Australia.  
 

The inner, reddish bark is boiled in water and applied to sores as 

an external wash.  Eating the fruit can cure a headache. 
 

The gum from the trunk and branches can be eaten and used as a 

glue or a fixative for paint. 
 

According to the Jawoyn tradition, the fruit are eaten at the end 

of the wet season when yellow-green in colour, and collected 

from the ground. The flesh is sweet and tasty.  
 

The fruits have been found to be an extremely rich source of vitamin C and ellagic acid, a 

dietary tannin. Other nutritional levels are indicated in the following diagram. 

 

Lemon myrtle 

 

QAAFI — Creating a Future for the Australian Plant Food Industry through Innovation 
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Underutilized Crops, cont. 

Our research into the antimicrobial, antioxidative and anti-inflammatory properties of the fruit is demonstrated 
below. 

Green Plum (Buchanania obovata) 
The green plum is a favoured bushfood plant in the Northern Territory. The fruit can be eaten raw, dried or 
reconstituted. Fruit and seed are pounded to a pulp, sundried and stored in paperbark.  

 

 

Right: Nutritional levels of 
green plum. 

Wattle seeds (Acacia spp.) 
 
Aboriginal people would collect the seeds and grind 
them into a paste, mix with water to form flat cakes. 
 
These cakes, also called dampers, were baked in the 
coals of a fire then eaten or stored for later use.  
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Summary of wattle seed bread sensory profiling 
 

• Breads with wattleseed had different sensory properties compared to the bread without wattleseeds. 
• Breads with wattleseed were sensorially different among themselves. 
• All the breads with wattleseed were liked by the consumers. 
• 45+ y/o consumers and regular buyers of wholegrain bread preferred high wattleseed bread. 
 
  

ARC Industrial Transformation Training Centre—Uniquely Australian Food 
 

1. Identifying the characteristic sensory profiles that provide uniqueness and justify premium 
ingredient and product market positioning 

 

2. Defining any safety and toxicity issues sufficient to facilitate access to major global markets 
 

3. Characterising the nutritional value of ingredients and products for premium application 
 

4. To increase Indigenous led, owned and controlled native food enterprises across the value 
chain from raw material to finished foods 
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This article is edited from a presentation at Indigenous Plants for Health – AGM Webinar, 10 December 2021 

Underutilized Crops, cont. 

Template for Success for Native/Bush Foods  
 

 — from Wild Harvest to Branded Products  — in Consultation with an Indigenous Advisory Group 
 

• Cross industry application of Kakadu plum as a functional ingredient to extend storage life in the aqua-
culture industry in Queensland, frozen meals and bakery sector 

 

• Healthy pre-prepared frozen meals and breads with enhanced nutrition using native ingredients replac-
ing discretionary meals in communities 

 

• Over 10 Indigenous led and owned social enterprises for the harvesting and processing of Kakadu plum 
and other native foods established across Northern Australia 

 

• Creating the future workforce and leaders (culturally diverse, gender equity and inclusive) – PhD stu-
dents (currently 20) 

 

• First in Australia for the number of peer-reviewed publications on the chemistry, nutritional and health 
value of Australian native food plants 

Acknowledgements 
 

We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the lands on which the botanicals we study are harvested, and 
respect the knowledge and experience the Traditional Owners hold regarding the care, harvest and use of 
these plants. 
 

• Indigenous Communities and Aboriginal Corporations 
• Ranger groups in Indigenous Communities 
• Colleagues from the Department of Agricultural and Fisheries 
• International Collaborators 
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Scrumptious science - the future of Aussie foods 

An informative video by Professor Melissa Fitzgerald, also from the University of Queensland 

 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qazn0uj59JI 

Indigenous food and medicine research report  

by Sophie Ader  

Introduction 

About where I work: Australian Research Councils Industrial Transformation Training Centre for Uniquely  

Australian Foods — uniquelyaustralianfoods.org 

We are a centre with biologists, scientists, chemical engineers, legal experts, sociology experts and others, 

and – in partnership with First Nations Enterprises - we focus on researching Australian native botanicals to 

create a range of different products, ensuring benefits are given back to the Aboriginal communities we   

partner with. 

There’s around 75 of us, which includes professors, chief investigators, professional staff, PhD students, Mas-

ters and Honours students, international collaborators, industry partners and Aboriginal research partners. 

We just got a brand new multi-million dollar science laboratory with state-of-the-art equipment in Brisbane, 

which is really exciting. In our new home, we plan to do a lot of high school & community outreach activities 

and events, and push boundaries on the type of research we do into native foods.  

We have world leading equipment in our gut model / poo machine:  a machine which stimulates the human 

gut. You can seed it with real microbiome and intestinal juices and chemicals, and you can test the gut’s ab-

sorption and processing of different foods and ingredients to see what nutrients are available, and in what 

conditions. It is helping us to understand the role of microbiome even more, while also helping us to create 

food products which not only taste good, but also maintain their nutritional qualities. We can get the right 

balance between processing for shelf life and safety etc and maintaining taste and nutritional content.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qazn0uj59JI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qazn0uj59JI
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Indigenous foods and medicine, cont. 

Our research themes 

Each of these Research themes is headed by a professor, who supports a team of post-doctoral researchers, 

PhD candidates, sometimes masters and honours students.   

    See: https://uniquelyaustralianfoods.org/our-work/research-projects/ 

Composition and sensory quality 

This research is around the textures, flavours, aromas of the foods. We have expert food panels that come 

and taste the ingredients and different food products. What we want to achieve is to get a really good 

sense of these unique flavours, textures and other special characteristics. 

Food safety and toxicity 

First Nations people have been using and eating these plant foods for thousands and thousands of years, 

and have done their own rigorous scientific testing on them.  We want to define and mitigate any safe-

ty or toxicity issues with novel native plant foods and botanicals, to meet international testing stand-

ards and enable access into these national and international markets.  

Bioavailability and nutritional quality 

Native plant foods are loaded with phytonutrients, minerals, vitamins and other constituents. We want to 

understand what components are present in native plant foods that contribute to maintaining good 

health. The research will also explore how the nutritional components are absorbed and taken up dur-

ing digestion. 

We also want to find out how much is available to us, and what needs to happen to make these nutrients 

available to us if they are ‘locked up’, and we want to know what impact these nutrients have on our 

health & microbiome.  

Some students 
and researchers 

in the labs 

 

about:blank
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Indigenous foods and medicine, cont. 
  
Social Factors & Indigenous Participation 

A really key objective of the Training Centre is to work with Aboriginal partners and collaborators to develop 

sustainable business models, by identifying social factors and beneficial First Nations participation across the 

whole of the value chain – from raw material to finished foods. 
 

Currently, there are less than 2% of Aboriginal Australians who benefit from this industry. We want to help to 

create conditions where we have more involvement and benefits going back to Aboriginal people. Through 

Professor Yasmina Sultanbawa’s work, in partnership with First Nations partners, we have actually created an 

entire value chain: from growing, to harvesting, processing, storage, sales and distribution of Kakadu plum, 

which is 100% Aboriginal owned and controlled.  
 

Trade Mark Protection and Benefit Sharing 

Understanding how native botanical business development benefits communities is essential. While a new op-

portunity may have commercial potential, it may not be beneficial to or wanted by the community from which 

the opportunity originates. We work to understand how new businesses in native botanicals are valued by a 

community and to focus on developing businesses that result in meaningful employment for First Nations peo-

ple on-country.  
 

Some of the plants we are currently researching 

Native Seaweed 

There are some native seaweeds that are incredibly high in nutrients, fibre and protein, and we are now look-

ing at how to use this ingredient in foods.  
 

Bunya  

This project focuses on compositional and nutritional quality of Bunya nuts, looking at different ways of pro-

cessing techniques to get the most out of their flavour and nutrition. 
 

Native honey 

We are looking at all the different native honeys, their flavour and sensory characteristics, and the best har-

vesting and processing techniques to maintain the distinctive flavours.  
 

Native herbs   Salt bush, Gulbarn (Melaleuca citrolens) & Jilungin tea 

These have been used for millennia by First Nations Australians. We are working with them to perform the 

safety and toxicity testing requirements for access into national and international markets.  
 

Native fruits 
Burdekin Plum 

A green plum from northern QLD, it’s a really sweet tasting plum, high in vitamin C, and we are supporting the 

testing and analysis of this fruit. 

Kakadu Plum 

This superfruit has the highest source of vitamin c in any plant found in the world. 
 

Many of our Aboriginal partners have been using this for a very long time for food, medicine and healing, and 

there are so many potential uses, which we are working together on unlocking.  
 

We have developed a natural Kakadu Plum-based preserving solution, for use by the prawn industry. Because it 

has such high anti-microbial properties, it prevents spoilage in cooked prawns for up to 21 days, and there’s no 

need at all for chemical preservatives. 
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Indigenous foods and medicine, cont. 

Karen Sheldon Catering, one of our partners based in the Northern Territory, are creating healthy meals using   

Kakadu plum as a preservative, so that people can buy healthy ‘microwave’ meals with no nasty preservatives. 

Native seeds 

We are looking at wattle seeds, their flavours, composi-

tion, nutrition qualities, the processing techniques need-

ed to retain the flavours and nutritional content, the bio-

availability of dietary fibre, starches and phytonutrients in 

wattle seeds and the impact on gut microbiome.  

 

 

 

Working with First Nations Partners 

Aboriginal people have domesticated, harvested, and managed these native botanicals with wisdom, cultural 

practice and scientific knowledge, and with diligent horticultural and environmental control for many 

thousands of years.  It is their Traditional Knowledge which is informing and guiding where western    

science seeks and investigates, and we believe it is rightfully their industry to lead, and receive significant 

benefit from.  

We are currently partnered with nine 

Aboriginal owned enterprises 

across Australia, and are guided 

by internationally recognised 

First Nations honorary Professor 

Henrietta Marrie AM, who previ-

ously worked for the United Na-

tions, continuously guiding us in 

doing things the right way.  

There is significant inequality         

between Indigenous and non-

Indigenous Australians in many 

social areas. The latest reports by 

the federal government in the 

Closing the Gap report indicate 

that, in comparison to non-

Indigenous Australians, First   

Nations Australians have: poorer health,  lower levels of education and employment, live shorter lives, 

have significantly higher incarceration rates, significantly higher mental health issues, experience high 

levels of racism in many different forms, and experience higher levels of intergenerational poverty and 

welfare dependence. 

However, against those hurdles, there is so much strength and resilience, and through our partnerships we 

regularly witness incredible strength, clarity, connection and cultural pride and incredible knowledge and 

passion. All of our First Nations partners are informed and capable scientists, incredible thinkers and sav-

vy business-people, coming up with really innovative ways to do things. It’s truly a privilege to be work-

ing with them. 

Left: Wattle seeds 

Some First Nations enterprise partners, researchers & Yasmina Sultanbawa 

(kneeling front row, third from left) 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Back in 2019, the Indigenous Plants for Health Association (IPHA), selected several tasks to which members could 

contribute. One of these was to develop a set of knowledge cards for native and medicinal plants. Other projects 

included writing monographs for medicinal plants, contributing to the newsletter and developing a database of 

library resources. 
 

So in 2019, Natasha Kellett and myself, developed a list of possible plants for inclusion in a deck of cards. We ini-

tially focused on plants and trees that could be grown in areas of New South Wales and Queensland. It is our 

hope that as people become more knowledgeable about many of these plants, they will nurture and grow them 

in their home and school gardens. A number of the plants selected are endangered. Some because they were 

overgrazed (e.g., murnong), some because they don't have spectacular foliage or flowers (e.g., Persoonia spe-

cies) and others because they are seen as weeds (e.g., nettles, purslane).   
 

Ross-Lynn Thompson designed several borders and rather than pick one, we decided to use them all in desig-

nating general categories of plants: red-brown for shrubs and trees, yellow for vines and herbs and black for fun-

gi, lichens, ferns, mosses, etc. 
 

Each card includes an image with key identification features. For some species like Persoonia, several species 

were included.  

Knowledge cards — Native plants for food & medicine 

By Kathleen Bennett 

The back of each card features the accepted botanical name, a general description and notes on edibility, 
medicinal actions and cultivation. For some, additional notes were included, as with the rough tree fern and 
the reed bee. 
 

This set will have a total of 69 knowledge cards and one information card per deck of 70. Printing goes by the 
sheet and one sheet has 35 cards. We could have gone higher, but we would have had to pay for two addi-
tional sheets with only 7 additional cards.  Now we have one deck at the printer and a good start on a second 
deck.   
 

IPHA has committed to distributing 500 decks to Aboriginal Land Councils and local schools. Additional decks 
will be available for purchase on the IPHA website once they are printed.  
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Knowledge cards, cont. 

The back of each card features 
the accepted botanical name, a 
general description and notes 
on edibility, medicinal actions 
and cultivation. For some, addi-
tional notes were included, as 
with the rough tree fern and the 
reed bee. 
 

At the bottom of each card back, 
we include icons for quick refer-
ence. Most of these are also 
used on the IPHA website with 
some additions.  An information 
card is included with each deck 
that provides a key to these 
icons, as well as a thank you to 
all the contributors including 
MachEnergy Pty Ltd, who pro-
vided the grant to have the 
cards published. 

Stories of Australian sandalwood;  

    the good, the bad and the unexpected 
 

I have followed the story of the Australian sandalwood industry for some time, though from a great distance! 
 

There have been tales of exploitation and corruption going back over a century, at the same time the industry 

has brought prosperity to some remote regions of Western Australia, along with some ownership and part-

nerships by and with the Traditional Owners. 
 

Recently the Sustainable Herbs Program, part of the American Botanical Council, ran a free webinar that con-

sisted of interviews with representatives of Dutjahn Sandalwood Oils (DSO), which is 50% owned by the Tradi-

tional Aboriginal Owners of the land on which the wood is harvested.  
 

The following articles and videos reveal several shades of the Industry, I especially recommend the video on 

the DSO website, and the surprising role being played by the Estee Lauder company. 
 

• The case study about Dutjahn Sandalwood Oils has been published and can be found on the Equator  

 Initiative webpage Dutjahn-Sandalwood-Oils-Case-Study-English-r2.pdf (equatorinitiative.org)  

• DSO website www.dutjahn.com (the Estee Lauder video is on the front page) 

• K Farmer Dutjahn Foundation website www.kfdf.com.au 

• WASP website www.wasandalwood.com 

• ABC news report: Calls to better protect wild sandalwood amid fears of extinction  

 www.abc.net.au/news/2021-11-20/fears-australian-native-sandalwood-pushed-to-

extinction/100606076 

• Sustainability of WA sandalwood: newmountain.com.au/blogs/news/sustainability-of-wild-western-

australian-sandalwood 

 
 

https://www.equatorinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Dutjahn-Sandalwood-Oils-Case-Study-English-r2.pdf
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Indigenous Plants & Essential Oils Field Day 

 

November 13, 2021 — 106 St. Jude’s Lane, Ballandean Qld  

  Highlights in pictures  

Above: Deby Atterby giving her carport 

presentation on Australian essential oils 

Left: Distilling tea 

tree oil, harvested 

on the property 

Above: Tracey & Doug with bushfoods demonstration 

Above: Selection of 

fruit from NativeOz 

Bushfoods presenta-

tion 

Into the bush with Andrew, on a cold and windy afternoon 

Left: Bulbine semibar-

bata – note the bearded 

stamens. This is a sister-

species of B. bulbosa, 

that comes with an edi-

ble tuber 

Dianella longifolia, the white 

flowered flax lily, good bush-

food and medicine 
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Indigenous Plants & Essential Oils Field Day, cont.  

A group of us finished the day in perfect style at St. Jude’s Ballandean Bistro 

Australian Essential Oil Profiles — unofficial launch 

The Ballandean Field Day turned out to be the unofficial launch of the new book by IPHA member and aro-
matherapist Deby Atterby, who also gave a presentation on the day, titled “Insights into the clinical use of     
Australian essential oils”. 

 

If any other IPHA members have had a book or other media of relevant content published recently, we will 
be pleased to promote it in a future newsletter. 
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Indigenous Plants for Health — Field Day  
November 27, 2021 — Kawalang, Murrays Run, NSW  

The Field Day held near Bucketty in the Hunter Valley was well attended despite the forecast of a wet day and 
flooded roads. We held most of the talks under a marquee and managed to stay fairly dry. A big thank you to 
all our presenters, our wonderful hosts Brynnie and Keith and of course the day wouldn't have happened with-
out our attendees.  
 

We did have a rocky start as Jeff our distiller couldn't make it but thankful Rob left his distiller and Keith     
managed to make a small amount of lemon tea tree oil. Everyone took home some Hydrosol which was great.  
Dani's bee talk was popular and we enjoyed sampling her honey and mead. Then I took everyone on a nice wet 
walk to check out useful plants and next showed everyone how to make an ointment and gave them all a   
sample of our bush ointment to take home. 
 

Phil told us a Dreamtime story of the area and he'd brought along Uncle Peter Williams, who did a great   
smoking ceremony in three parts. We were so pleased he could make it.  Lovely food thanks to Brynnie and 
help and overall, everyone was happy and thanked us for a great day. 

Pat Collins – ATMS Practitioner of the Year 2021 

Indigenous Plants for Health is pleased and proud and extend our congratulations to our indefatigable     
committee member and treasurer Pat Collins has been honoured by her colleagues at the Australian          

Traditional-Medicine Society ATMS as 2021 Practitioner of the Year.  patcollins.com.au  
Well done Pat and well deserved! 

Pat Collins making bush remedies  Dani Lloyd- Pritchard talking bees 

Distillation in action 
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Obituary – Steven Foster 1957–2022  
By Andrew Pengelly 

Although he wasn’t deeply involved with Australian plants, the US botanist and plant photographer extraordi-

naire had a major influence on myself and other Australian herbalists. He would have to be a leading contender 

for the world’s most famous herbal photographer, however I first heard of him from some articles and a book he 

wrote on Echinacea in the 1970s, long before Echinacea became a 

household name for anyone with an interest in medicinal plants. 
 

As a self-taught botanist Steven could hold his own with Profes-

sors of Botany from around the world, and the attention to taxo-

nomical nomenclature in his numerous books and articles was 

second to none. 
 

I did correspond with Steven 

once or twice and met him in 

person, but to me he was a larger

-than life character who I wasn’t 

really acquainted with. His photos and expert botanical knowledge also helped 

him to co-write with the late Dr. Jim Duke one of the greatest books of its kind, 

the “Peterson Field Guide to Medicinal Plants and Herbs”. I was a good friend of 

Jim, and he gave me a signed copy of that book, and took the trouble to call Ste-

ven in Arkansas to let him know that he was writing me a dedication from them 

both, to which Steven wholeheartedly concurred. 
 

Steven’s photographs graced the covers of almost every copy of the classy    

journal Herbalgram to which I have subscribed for 30 years or so The most re-

cent edition contains one of Steven’s best-ever monographs on the medicinal 

palm known as saw palmetto. 
Steven and Dr. Jim Duke, in earlier days 

The American Botanical Council, of which he was President of 

the Board for 10 years, has dedicated a web page to the 

memory of their beloved Steve. 

http://herbalgram.org/news/tributes/steven-foster/  

http://herbalgram.org/news/tributes/steven-foster/
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Book Reviews:   By Andrew Pengelly 

 

Bush Tucker, Boomerangs and Bandages 

 By Michelle McKerney and Harry White, 2011 

Unfortunately, this fascinating book is no longer in print, although parts of it are 

downloadable from the www. This review copy was loaned to me by a friend of 

one of the authors, and I thought I would share a little with the readers. Perhaps 

if enough people search it out the publishers, Border Rivers-Gwydir Catchment 

Management Authority, will consider republishing.  
 

The soft-cover book is well-designed, containing profiles of about 100 plant   

species, with a page of glossy photographs adjacent to the description and uses 

for each plant. Plant names are given in any of three local language dialects used 

within the Kamilaroy nation (gamilaraaay, yuwalaraay and yuwalayaay) as well 

as by their botanical names. These dialects often appear in the plant uses       

section of each profile to refer to parts of a plant, 

with a glossary of Aboriginal words included. The 

focused area is in the northern inland of New 

South Wales, however most of the plants covered 

are common to most regions of NSW and south-

ern Queensland. 
 

The plant profiles themselves are categorized into 

trees, shrubs, grasses, herbs and so on. Tradition-

al uses, indicated by plant use icons, are catego-

rized as food, medicine, weapons, tools and     

implements, habitat for wildlife and ceremonial, 

spiritual, decoration and spiritual use. While I  

presume the two authors provided personal input 

into these sections, many of the uses are referenced, often to non-indigenous sources.  
 

In summary this is a very handy reference guide for non-coastal plants and their uses, with helpful plant descrip-

tions and photos, as well as supplementary information on ecological aspects and language dialects of a signifi-

cant area of northern New South Wales. 

 

The Nation of Plants: A Radical Manifesto for Humans 

 By Stefan Mancuso. Profile Books 2021 (translated from Italian) 

The basic premise of this small book is that the “Nation of Plants” (comprised of all the plants on Earth) is really 

the true superpower without whom humans and other life forms would not exist. Plants have been around 3.8 

billion years longer than humans, and we would be wise to take note of what they can teach us, such as how to 

prevent climate change and how to put an end to hunger. 

A key difference between plant and human behaviour is the tendency for cooperative decentralised systems as 

compared to the hierarchical systems which humans tend to create.  
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The Nation of Plants, cont. 

 

 
       

This is exemplified in article 3 of the Nation of Plants’ Constitution. In-

formed readers may be aware of “The Peter Principle” which states that 

people in a hierarchy tend to rise to their level of incompetence. Man-

cuso’s Dickens-like distaste for bureaucracies is underlined by Parkinson’s 

Law which state that bureaucracies expand as long as it is possible to do 

so. 
 

On the other hand, old maxims such as “survival of the fittest” and “law of 

the jungle” meet with the author’s disdain. He makes it crystal clear that 

such concepts have nothing to do with evolution or Charles Darwin, but 

they came out of the “social Darwinist” movement led by T.H. Huxley and 

Francis Galton, the founder of eugenics. 
 

It may seem that “The Nation of Plants” is more about humans than 

plants. Should this be so the final chapter makes amends in the “Address 

to the UN General Assembly” by representatives of the Nation of Plants. 

This is hard-hitting stuff, if only a few politicians and industry leaders 

would read the plants charter and act on the advice. 
 

Whatever else this book achieves, it puts paid to the Christian concept of man having dominion over other life 

forms (including apparently, women), a precept that is not only adhered to by those of certain faiths, but by 

many atheists as well – consider the practices of communism during the 20th century.   

“Change! Now! 

We can teach you 

how to obtain   

energy from the 

sun; how to       

depollute our only 

planet, returning it 

to its ancient  

wonder; how to 

create organisa-

tions that are 

more democratic, 

decentralised, 

strong, with which 

to face a future 

that you are now 

afraid of.” 

THE BILL OF RIGHTS OF THE 

NATION OF PLANTS 

1. The earth shall be the common 

home of life, sovereignty shall 

pertain to every living thing. 

2. The Nation of Plants shall     

recognize and protect the         

inviolable rights of natural      

communities as societies based 

on the relationships among the 

organisms that compose them. 

3. The Nation of Plants shall not 

recognize animal hierarchies, 

founded on command centres 

and centralised functions, and 

shall foster diffuse and decentral-

ised vegetable democracies. 

4. The Nation of Plants shall     

universally respect the right of 

the currently living and those of 

future generations . 

5. The Nation of Plants shall   

guarantee the right to clean wa-

ter, soil and atmosphere. 

6. The consumption of any re-

source non-reconstitutable for 

future generations of living beings 

shall be prohibited. 

7. The Nation of Plants shall not 

have borders, every living being 

shall be free to travel, move and 

live there without limitation. 

8. The Nation of Plants shall rec-

ognize and foster mutual aid 

among natural communities of 

living beings as an instrument of 

coexistence and progress. 
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Gathering Moss 

 By Robin Wall Kimmerer. Oregon State University Press, 2003.     
 

I did not set out to review this book, being as it is nearly 20 years in publication, how-

ever I only recently read it myself. Readers may recall I recently review Kimmerer’s 

more  recent and widely acclaimed book Braiding Sweetgrass and this earlier piece is 

written in much the same vein (full of similes, metaphors and analogies to her own 

life). 
 

 For now, I would like to wind up this section with a quote, the concluding paragraph 

from the chapter titled ”The Forest gives Thanks to the Mosses,” which concurs with 

the premise of The Nation of Plants: 
 

“The patterns of reciprocity by which mosses bind together a forest community offer 

us a vision of what could be. They take only a little that they need and give back in 

abundance. Their presence supports the rivers and clouds, trees, birds, algae, and sal-

amanders, while ours puts them at risk. Human-designed systems are a far cry from this ongoing system of eco-

system health, taking without giving back. Clearcuts may meet the short-term desires of one species, but at the 

sacrifice of the equally legitimate needs of mosses and murrelets, salmon and spruce. I hold tight to the vision 

that someday soon we will find the courage of self-restraint, the humility to live like mosses. On that day, when 

we rise to give thanks to the forest, we may hear the echo in return, the forest giving thanks to the people.” 

Bushmans’ Ointment 
As presented by Pat Collins at the IPHA Field Day 

Chop plants, place in a heavy-based saucepan with the oil. Boil, then 
reduce to rapid simmer, stirring occasionally. When bubbles almost 
gone, but not completely, take off heat.  Filter plant matter and return 
oil to cleaned pan on low heat.  Slowly add beeswax, stir til melted. 
Pour slightly cooled oil & wax mix in to bowl add essential oil. Cool by 
placing bowl in large bowl with cold water. Stir. When hard layer builds 
on sides take out of water bowl. Stir and keep stirring til thick and no 
more lumps. Put in jars, seal and label. Best stored in dark. 
 

The ointment can be used for any bites, stings, cuts, scrapes, skin prob-
lems, inflammation and painful joints, etc. 
 

Original recipe calls for 1 kg lard (pig fat) instead of olive oil and     
beeswax. Animal fats (Emu oil too) are more compatible with our skin. 
And are much better than the petroleum based oils like Vasoline,            
sorbolene, baby oil and other mineral oils, as well as most vegetable 
oils used in many skin care products. 

100 g  Wilga leaves 

100 g  Bracken leaves 

100 g  Paddy’s lucerne leaves & small stems 

100 g  Native nettle leaves 

100 g  Native hops leaves, pods & small twigs 

3 teaspoons Tea tree essential oil 

800 ml  Olive oil     

150 g  Beeswax 

Trees in Newcastle are propagating 
Geebungs. They have Persoonia 
levis and P. Lanceolata growing 
strong in pots for $35. Geebung are 
difficult to propagate and so the 
price is well worth it.    
treesinnewcastle.org.au 
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Indigenous Plants for Health Association (Inc) 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM 

Set out below are my membership application details for Indigenous Plants for Health Association Inc. 

Enclosed/transferred is the sum of $20 annual membership fee. The amount has been paid by: 

              Cash     Cheque   

               Paid by Bank Transfer (Important — flag your name with payment) 

Post Membership Form and cheque to:  

IPHA Treasurer, 196 Bridge St. Muswellbrook, NSW 2333 or if paying by transfer you may scan and 

email the completed and signed form to Patricia Collins (patcollins196@hotmail.com)  

Bank Details for Payments: BSB 637000           Account 722660722 

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________Postcode_________ 

 

Tel: Home_____________________________________ 

Mobile_______________________________________ 

Email: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

I agree to abide by the Constitution and any policies, rules or regulations established within    

the association.  

These are listed on the website www.indigenousplantsforhealth.com    

Signed_____________________________________                                                

Date     ____________________________________ 

IPHA Committee Members 

President, Newsletter editor in chief: Andrew Pengelly 

Vice President: Phil Sheppard 

Treasurer: Patricia Collins 

Secretary, Newsletter editor:  Reesa Ryan 

Web, projects coordinator: Kathleen Bennett  

Research Director: Sophie Ader 

General member: Rob Santich 
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